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Abstract. The Michelson Interferometer for Passive Atmo-
spheric Sounding (MIPAS) instrument on board the ESA
Envisat satellite operated from July 2002 until April 2012.
The infrared limb emission measurements represent a unique
dataset of daytime and night-time observations of polar
stratospheric clouds (PSCs) up to both poles. Cloud detec-
tion sensitivity is comparable to space-borne lidars, and it is
possible to classify different cloud types from the spectral
measurements in different atmospheric windows regions.
Here we present a new infrared PSC classification scheme
based on the combination of a well-established two-colour
ratio method and multiple 2-D brightness temperature dif-
ference probability density functions. The method is a sim-
ple probabilistic classifier based on Bayes’ theorem with
a strong independence assumption. The method has been
tested in conjunction with a database of radiative transfer
model calculations of realistic PSC particle size distribu-
tions, geometries, and composition. The Bayesian classifier
distinguishes between solid particles of ice and nitric acid
trihydrate (NAT), as well as liquid droplets of super-cooled
ternary solution (STS).
The classification results are compared to coincident mea-
surements from the space-borne lidar Cloud-Aerosol Li-
dar with Orthogonal Polarization (CALIOP) instrument over
the temporal overlap of both satellite missions (June 2006–
March 2012). Both datasets show a good agreement for the
specific PSC classes, although the viewing geometries and
the vertical and horizontal resolution are quite different. Dis-
crepancies are observed between the CALIOP and the MI-
PAS ice class. The Bayesian classifier for MIPAS identifies
substantially more ice clouds in the Southern Hemisphere po-
lar vortex than CALIOP. This disagreement is attributed in
part to the difference in the sensitivity on mixed-type clouds.
Ice seems to dominate the spectral behaviour in the limb in-
frared spectra and may cause an overestimation in ice occur-
rence compared to the real fraction of ice within the PSC area
in the polar vortex.
The entire MIPAS measurement period was processed
with the new classification approach. Examples like the de-
tection of the Antarctic NAT belt during early winter, and
its possible link to mountain wave events over the Antarc-
tic Peninsula, which are observed by the Atmospheric In-
frared Sounder (AIRS) instrument, highlight the importance
of a climatology of 9 Southern Hemisphere and 10 Northern
Hemisphere winters in total. The new dataset is valuable both
for detailed process studies, and for comparisons with and
improvements of the PSC parameterizations used in chem-
istry transport and climate models.
1 Introduction
Polar stratospheric clouds (PSCs) play an essential role in the
depletion of stratospheric ozone (Solomon, 1999). Although
they have been explored for more than 30 years, there are still
many unanswered questions that limit our ability to predict
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the formation and surface area of different PSCs and, con-
sequently, the prediction of future polar ozone loss rates in
a changing climate system. With the continued implementa-
tion of the Montreal Protocol and its amendments and adjust-
ments, a recovery of the ozone hole and the disappearance of
the Antarctic ozone hole is projected to occur by the end of
the century. However, there is a large uncertainty in estimates
of the rate and timing of this recovery (Eyring et al., 2013;
WMO, 2014). Accurate projections of the timing of recov-
ery are critical, as they will further reshape Southern Hemi-
sphere climate and weather (Polvani et al., 2011; Gerber and
Son, 2014). These projections are necessary for deciding on
climate change mitigation and adaptation policies.
The difficulty in making accurate predictions stems from
a variety of problems of chemistry–climate models (CCMs),
where one important problem is the poor representation of
PSCs. CCMs used for assessments of stratospheric ozone
loss (e.g. Eyring et al., 2013) often employ rather simple
heterogeneous chemistry schemes. The simpler schemes are
frequently based on nitric acid trihydrate (NAT), although
it is known that heterogeneous chemistry on super-cooled
ternary solution (STS) and on cold binary aerosol particles
probably dominates polar chlorine activations (e.g. Solomon,
1999; Drdla and Müller, 2012). The models usually do not in-
clude comprehensive microphysical modules to describe the
evolution of different types of PSCs over the winter. In ad-
dition, mesoscale temperature variations caused by gravity
waves are crucial for the formation of PSCs under conditions
close to temperature threshold conditions (e.g,. Carslaw et
al., 1998; Engel et al., 2013), but are missing from the cur-
rent generation of CCMs (Orr et al., 2015).
PSCs are classified according to their composition into
three types. This distinction is important as catalytic ozone
destruction can be sensitive to PSC composition, and the
formation of PSC types is extremely temperature sensitive.
Super-cooled ternary solutions (STS) form by condensation
of HNO3 and water vapour on stratospheric background sul-
fate aerosols. This occurs at temperatures 2–3 K below the
existence temperature of solid nitric acid trihydrate (NAT)
particles at TNAT ∼ 195 K. The formation of NAT by homo-
geneous nucleation requires much lower temperatures. This
is usually 3–4 K below the ice frost point Tice at ∼ 185 K,
where ice particles are formed (e.g. Peter and Grooß, 2012).
The formation of STS droplets is well understood (e.g.
Carslaw et al., 1995), but for NAT and ice particles, new for-
mation mechanisms by heterogeneous nucleation on mete-
oric smoke well above Tice are under discussion (Hoyle et al.,
2013; Engel et al., 2013; Grooß et al., 2014). These pathways
for NAT and ice formation that are new so far are supported
by the observation of an unusually large amount of refractory
submicron aerosols of most likely meteoric origin in compo-
sition measurements of cloud condensation nuclei (Weigel et
al., 2014). The widespread detection of PSC-containing NAT
particles well above TICE in satellite observations in Northern
Hemisphere winters without indication for orographic grav-
ity waves is a distinctive indicator of a formation mechanism
of NAT particles independent of pre-existing ice particles
(Hoyle et al., 2013).
Progress on the evaluation of CCMs and chemical trans-
port model (CTM) results is currently limited regarding PSC
processes, as detailed long-term observations of PSCs are
not available at present. Although solar occultation measure-
ments have some capability for the discrimination of PSC
types (e.g. Strawa et al., 2002; Zasetsky et al., 2007), they
cannot be conducted in the polar night. The wintertime po-
lar regions have been covered for several years by remote
sensing satellite instruments which are not dependent on the
sun as a light source. A 10-year archive (2002–2012) of
measurements from the Michelson Interferometer for Pas-
sive Atmospheric Sounding (MIPAS) (Fischer et al., 2008)
instrument on board ESA’s Environment Satellite (Envisat)
and ongoing measurements from the Cloud-Aerosol Lidar
with Orthogonal Polarization (CALIOP) instrument from the
NASA/CNES Cloud-Aerosol Lidar and Infrared Pathfinder
Satellite Observations (CALIPSO) mission (Winker et al.,
2009), which started in May 2006, are available.
This paper introduces a new classification method of the
composition of PSCs based on infrared (IR) limb measure-
ments and first applications of the MIPAS data. After the
introduction, the paper will present details on instruments
and datasets used in the analyses (Sect. 2), followed by a re-
view of both formerly adopted and new classification meth-
ods (Sect. 3). Supported by radiative transfer calculations and
the MIPAS measurements themselves, all methods are com-
bined in a new Bayesian classifier (BC) for a comprehen-
sive PSC composition classification for MIPAS. Section 4
presents some examples of the completely processed dataset,
as well as a comparison with the CALIOP instrument.
2 Instruments and datasets
2.1 MIPAS instrument on Envisat
MIPAS on board the Envisat satellite measured limb infrared
(IR) spectra in the wavelength range from 4 to 15 µm (Fis-
cher et al., 2008) from July 2002 to April 2012. The satellite
operated on a sun synchronous orbit (inclination 98.4◦) and
allowed geographical coverage up to both poles due to addi-
tional poleward tilt of the primary mirror. The high spectral
resolution of 0.025 cm−1 (HR: high-resolution mode) was
reduced in 2004 to 0.0625 cm−1 (OR: optimized-resolution
mode) due to technical problems with the interferometer
(Raspollini et al., 2013). Consequently, the level 1b radiance
data from the measurement period July 2002 to March 2004
(Phase 1) were measured in the HR mode and from January
2005 to March 2012 (Phase 2) in the OR mode. Vertical and
horizontal sampling for the nominal measurement modes are
changed from Phase 1 to 2. In Phase 1 a constant 3 km grid
was used up to a tangent height of 42 km. In Phase 2 this
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changed to a latitude-dependent vertical step size of 1.5–
4.5 km (starting tangent altitudes ranging from 5 to 70 km at
the poles to 12–77 km over the equator), with steps increas-
ing with height from 1.5 to 4.5 km. The horizontal sampling
changed from 550 km to 420 km. The vertical field of view
(FOV) of MIPAS has a trapezoidal form with a base width
of 4 km and a minimum width of ∼ 2.8 km. The cross-track
FOV is 30 km.
2.1.1 MIPAS cloud measurements
In the following analyses we make use of the cloud detection
results of the MIPclouds processor (Spang et al., 2012) Ver-
sion 1.2.0, a prototype processor originally developed during
an ESA study on fast cloud processor products for MIPAS-
Envisat (Spang et al., 2010a, b). Various detection methods
are applied in the processor, such as the cloud index (CI)
colour ratio approach (Spang et al., 2004) with constant and
variable detection threshold values, as well as being vari-
able in latitude and altitude (Spang et al., 2012; Sembhi et
al., 2012). In addition, a retrieval approach with simplified
assumptions for the radiative transfer in clouds (Hurley et
al., 2011) is implemented. The retrieval copes with the diffi-
culty of using a 3 km vertical FOV to determine a more re-
alistic cloud top height (CTH) inside the FOV. A step-like
data processing approach of up to five methods was chosen
for the MIPclouds processor to provide summary CTH infor-
mation with the best possible detection sensitivity (Spang et
al., 2012). We use this approach for the detection of the first
cloud-affected spectrum in an altitude scan for starting with
the PSC classification.
Figure 1 shows examples of PSC spectra measured by MI-
PAS and classified as ice, NAT, and STS. The spectral res-
olution is reduced to 1.2 cm−1 by applying a Gaussian in-
strument line shape with corresponding width. The resulting
resolution is usually sufficient to highlight differences in the
continuum-like emission of the different PSC types. Aerosol
and cloud particles rarely produce narrow spectral features,
and the strong spectral signature of NAT at 820 cm−1 is
an exception (Spang and Remedios, 2003; Höpfner et al.,
2006a).
The MIPAS detection sensitivity for clouds and aerosol
is excellent. Due to the long limb path through the tangent
height layer (i.e. ∼ 400 km for a 3 km vertical FOV at 20 km
altitude) the instrument integrates all scattered and emitted
radiation from cloud particles of a large volume of air spread
along the line of sight. Based on radiative transfer modelling,
Spang et al. (2015) estimated the detection sensitivity of an
IR limb sounder with respect to the ice water content (IWC)
for cirrus clouds in the lowermost stratosphere. These con-
ditions are transferable to ice PSCs in the polar vortices. A
cloud layer with 1 km horizontal extent should be detectable
with IWC> 0.3 mg m−3 (and therefore a 100 km extent with
IWC> 0.003 mg m−3), if the vertical and cross-track direc-
tion of the FOV is completely filled by the cloud. This rep-
Figure 1. Examples of MIPAS radiance spectra in radiance units
(1 r.u.= 1 nW/(cm2 sr cm−1)) in the two main wavelength re-
gions of interest. Spectra are classified into ice (top), NAT (mid-
dle), and STS (bottom) with high confidence in classification
(Ptype = 91/89/86 %, see Sect. 3.3). Superimposed grey bars are
the selected wavelength regions for the classification scheme. The
spectral resolution is degraded to ∼ 1.2 cm−1 with a sampling of
0.35 cm−1. Planck functions for 140 to 180 K in 10 K steps are su-
perimposed in grey dash/dotted curves.
resents an extremely high detection sensitivity, even better
than most of the current tropospheric cloud products of the
CALIOP lidar, for which most products typically are based
on 5 km horizontal averaging (Avery et al., 2012).
An algorithm for PSC type classification was already part
of the MIPclouds processor but showed various problems and
spurious results in comparison with space-borne and ground-
based measurements. Therefore, we developed a new more
reliable classification scheme, partly based on methods al-
ready applied in the MIPclouds processor, and a new ap-
proach for the combination of several brightness temperature
differences with these methods.
2.2 Cloud scenario database
As part of the MIPclouds study (Spang et al., 2012), a com-
prehensive cloud scenario database (CSDB) was compiled
of modelled MIPAS radiance spectra in the presence of var-
ious cloud types and different atmospheric conditions. The
database contains more than 70 000 different cloud scenarios
and more than 600 000 spectra affected by PSCs (STS, NAT,
and ice), cirrus, and liquid water clouds (Spang et al., 2008).
An optimized list of window regions was selected for the
database with a total spectral range of 137 cm−1: 782–841,
940–965, 1224–1235, 1246–1250, 1404–1412, 1929–1935,
1972–1985, 2001–2006, and 2140–2146 cm−1. The selection
of the spectral windows was performed by calculating broad-
band Jacobians with respect to aerosol extinction at tangent
levels with and without trace gas contribution. In a first-order
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Table 1. Summary of cloud scenario database parameter space.
PSC type Volume densities (µm3 cm−3) Median radius (µm)
Ice 10, 50, 100 1.0, 2.0, 3.0, 4.0, 5.0, 10.0
NAT 0.1, 0.5, 1.0, 5.0, 10.0 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 3.0, 4.0, 5.0
STS 02/48, 25/25, 48/02∗ 0.1, 0.5, 1.0, 5.0, 10.0 0.1, 0.5, 1.0
Cloud top height (km) Cloud minimum bottom height (km) Cloud vertical extent (km)
28.5–12.5 with 1 km spacing 12–28 0.5, 1, 2, 4, 8
Modelled tangent heights: 30 km down to 12 km with 1 km spacing
∗ Three weight percentages of H2SO and HNO3 are modelled (e.g. 02/48 means 2 wgt% H2SO4 and 48 wgt% HNO3).
approximation the quotient of these Jacobians is equal to
the gas-transmission spectra at tangent altitude. The ratio-
nale of these simulations was to exclude regions of the spec-
trum with strong interference of trace gases and of already
opaque intervals (Spang et al., 2008). A transmission limit
of 0.9 was defined to select the wavelength regions. In addi-
tion, wavelength regions used in former studies (Spang et al.,
2003, 2004, 2005a, b; Höpfner et al., 2006a, b) were taken
into account.
The CSDB spectra were generated with the Karlsruhe Op-
timized and Precise Radiative transfer Algorithm (KOPRA)
model (Stiller, 2000), which takes single scattering into ac-
count (Höpfner, 2004). Input parameters, such as effective
radius, volume density, cloud type, and composition (e.g.
three possible H2SO4/HNO3 compositions for STS: 02/48,
25/25, and 48/02 % with 50 % H2O) as well as cloud top and
bottom height, were varied for the database. Table 1 presents
a summary of the parameter space covered by the input pa-
rameters of the model runs, including the particle size dis-
tribution (PSD). Refractive indices for NAT by Biermann
et al. (2000) and Höpfner et al. (2006a), for ice by Toon et
al. (1994), and for STS by Biermann et al. (2000) were ap-
plied for the computation of the single scattering properties
of spherical particles.
T-Matrix calculations with realistic bulk properties for cir-
rus clouds show that the scattering properties in the size
range of PSC ice particles (effective radius< 10 µm) can
be well approximated by Mie calculations and the particle
shape is negligible (Baran, 2004; Yang et al., 2005). For NAT
clouds Woiwode et al. (2014) found indications that aspher-
ical particles might modify the spectral shape of the charac-
teristic spectral NAT feature at 820 cm−1 in balloon-based IR
measurements (Fig. 1). This very recent finding has been in-
vestigated in more detail in a parallel study (Woiwode et al.,
2016) and is not considered below.
The radiative transfer calculations assume a homogeneous
cloud layer, filling the tangent height layer with PSC par-
ticles. This simplified 1-D geometry is not generally appli-
cable for a limb-scanning instrument. Under realistic atmo-
spheric conditions, broken cloud fragments of various scales
in front or behind the tangent point can be expected. Al-
though these 2-D effects are not explicitly modelled in the
database, various cloudy path lengths are already included
by simulations of spectra below the minimum cloud bot-
tom height (see Table 1). These geometries result in vari-
able lengths of cloud segments along the line of sight. For
example, a homogeneous cloud layer of 2 km thickness cre-
ates a maximum cloud path of 320 km exactly for a tangent
height at the cloud bottom; but due to the spherical shape
of the cloud layer, the line of sight of tangent heights be-
low the cloud bottom crosses the homogeneous cloud layer
above twice. For example, 3 km below the cloud bottom of
a 2 km thick cloud layer, the effective cloud path shrinks to
2× 57 km= 114 km; for a cloud layer of only 0.5 km thick-
ness a cloud path of ∼ 31 km remains.
Spang et al. (2012) showed that detection sensitivity and
optical thickness in the limb strongly relate to the integrated
volume density path (VDP) or the integrated area density
path (ADP) along the line of sight. Subject to the particle
median radius r, optical thickness is dominated by ADP for
cloud types with larger particles (r > 5 µm, typically ice
clouds) and VDP for small particles (r < 5 µm, like STS,
NAT, and sulfate aerosols). The variable lengths of cloud seg-
ments in the CSDB result in a broad variability in ADP and
VDP, which would occur in the real atmosphere for broken
cloud segments along the line of sight. Finally, note the cloud
index correlates well with VDP and ADP, depending on the
cloud type. Spang et al. (2012) showed that CI is a useful
proxy for the optical thickness of the cloud and that it is pos-
sible to estimate VDP or ADP from the CI measurements
depending on the particle type.
2.3 CALIOP instrument on CALIPSO
The CALIOP instrument is a dual wavelength polarization
sensitive lidar that provides high vertical resolution profiles
of backscatter coefficients at 532 and 1064 nm (Winker et al.,
2009). The CALIOP instrument is a part of the CALIPSO
nadir viewing sun-synchronous satellite system inclined at
98◦ at an altitude of 705 km. The orbit geometry facilitates
measurements up to latitudes of 82◦ N/S, compared with of
87◦ S to 89◦ N for MIPAS.
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In this study, we used lidar level 2 polar strato-
spheric cloud mask data, CAL_LID_L2_PSCMask-Prov-
V1-00 (CALIPSO, 2015). The CALIOP product comprises
cloud and aerosol backscatter coefficient profiles at 5 km hor-
izontal and 180 m vertical sampling size. The PSC detection
and classification is so far limited to observations at night be-
cause higher levels of background light during daytime sig-
nificantly reduce the signal-to-noise ratio. A successive hor-
izontal averaging of 5, 15, 45, or 135 km is applied to the
data to improve the signal-to-noise ratio for the detection of
optically thin clouds (typically necessary for STS and NAT
clouds) (Pitts et al., 2009).
The second-generation CALIPSO PSC algorithm (Pitts et
al., 2009) detects clouds using both the CALIOP 532 nm
scattering ratio (the ratio of total to molecular backscatter)
and the 532 nm perpendicular backscatter coefficient. The
algorithm also includes a scheme for classifying PSCs by
composition based on the measured CALIOP aerosol de-
polarization ratio and the inverse scattering ratio. Pitts et
al. (2009) defined four PSC composition classes for the
CALIPSO measurements: STS, water ice, and two classes
(Mix 1 and Mix 2) of STS/NAT mixtures. Mix 1 denotes mix-
tures with very low NAT number densities (from about 3×
10−4 cm−3 – the inferred CALIOP NAT sensitivity thresh-
old – to 1× 10−3 cm−3), while Mix 2 denotes mixtures with
higher (> 10−3 cm−3) NAT number densities.
The STS class may also include low number densities of
NAT particles whose optical signature is masked by the more
numerous liquid droplets of STS at cold temperatures (Pitts
et al., 2013). High number densities of NAT particles, that
are not masked by liquids, lie within the rest of the Mix 2
domain and are described as being Mix 2-enhanced (Mix 2-
enh), where a minority of ice clouds may also appear. Finally,
the data show a subset of CALIPSO ice PSCs in the parame-
ter space for intense mountain-wave-induced PSCs. Through
their distinct optical signature in the scattering ratio and lidar
colour ratio (the ratio of 1064 to 532 nm aerosol backscatter
coefficients) this CALIPSO class is easily to separate from
usual ice observations and is described as being wave ice.
Consistent with mountain wave PSCs, this type is character-
ized by a high ice particle number density (100 % ice activa-
tion from the background aerosol) but relatively small parti-
cles (1–1.5 µm radius, e.g. Pitts et al., 2009).
2.4 AIRS instrument
In this study, we use radiance measurements of the At-
mospheric Infrared Sounder (AIRS) (Aumann et al., 2003;
Chahine et al., 2006) to detect gravity waves in the polar
lower stratosphere. AIRS is one of six instruments aboard the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration’s (NASA’s)
Aqua satellite. Aqua was launched in May 2002 and is the
first satellite in NASA’s “A-Train” constellation of satel-
lites. Aqua operates in a nearly polar, sun-synchronous orbit
(705 km altitude, 100 min period, 98.2◦ inclination). AIRS
measures about 2.9 million infrared nadir and sub-limb spec-
tra per day. Spectral measurements cover the wavelength
range from 3.74 to 15.4 µm in three bands. Noise varies
between 0.07 and 0.7 K at 250 K scene temperature. AIRS
performs across-track scans, covering 1780 km distance on
the ground and consisting of 90 footprints each. The foot-
print size of AIRS varies between 14× 14 km2 at nadir and
42× 21 km2 at the scan extremes. Due to its measurement
geometry AIRS is capable of detecting gravity waves with
short horizontal and long vertical wavelengths.
Here, gravity wave information is provided in terms of
brightness temperature variances of the AIRS channels, cov-
ering the 15 µm waveband of CO2, being most sensitive to
atmospheric temperatures at about 15–40 km altitude, with a
maximum in the weighting function around 20–30 km. Spec-
tral averaging and corrections to reduce noise and the de-
trending procedure for removing background signals due to
large-scale temperature gradients or planetary waves follow
the approach of Hoffmann et al. (2013, 2014).
3 PSC type classification methods for IR limb sounding
All classification methods presented below are based on
characteristic spectral differences in the absorption and scat-
tering efficiency of the three types of PSCs (STS, NAT, and
ice) known to occur in the polar stratosphere (Peter and
Grooß, 2012). At this point we should clarify that in the
following, the terms “PSC type” and “mixed-type” are not
related to the lidar-based classification of PSC observations
of Type 1a, 1b, and 2 frequently used in the literature (e.g.
Achtert and Tesche, 2014, and references therein). Here, the
word “type” represents the three different types of particle
composition, namely STS, NAT, and ice, which can affect
and may dominate the spectral characteristics of a single
measured infrared spectrum. The refractive indices of the
particle type together with its size distribution are the key in-
put parameters for the computation of the optical properties
by the Mie theory (Mie, 1908), i.e. absorption and scattering
efficiency and the scattering phase function. The wavelength
dependence of the real (nr) and imaginary (ni) part of the
complex refractive index (ri) for ice, NAT, and STS is pre-
sented in Fig. 2, where ni is responsible for the absorption
and nr for the scattering characteristic of the particle type.
Obviously, gradients and value of ri can be very different de-
pending on the part of the spectral region and the particle
type. The ri values based on laboratory data are used in the
radiative transfer calculations for the CSDB (Sect. 2.2). All
wavelength regions of the final multi-wavelength classifica-
tion method are superimposed in Fig. 2.
3.1 Two-colour ratio method
Originally, Spang and Remedios (2003) introduced the two-
colour ratio method (2CR) for the classification of PSC spec-
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Figure 2. Refractive indices (imaginary part at top and real part at
lower panel) of ice clouds (Toon et al., 1994), coated NAT (Bier-
mann et al., 2000; Höpfner et al., 2006a), and STS with weight per-
centages of composition of 17 wgt% HNO3 and 25 wgt% H2SO4
(Biermann et al., 2000). The wavelength regions applied in the clas-
sification scheme are superimposed in grey.
tra based on Cryogenic Infrared Spectrometers and Tele-
scopes for the Atmosphere (CRISTA) observations (Of-
fermann et al., 1999; Grossmann et al., 2002). Höpfner
et al. (2006a) further developed the method and com-
pared the results with the CALIPSO PSC classification
scheme (Höpfner et al., 2009). The 2CR method includes
one colour ratio sensitive to the optical thickness and ex-
tinction of the cloud (CR1 = I11 (788.2–796.2 cm−1)/I12
(832.0–834.4 cm−1)), which was originally introduced as
the cloud index (CI) for the detection of cloudy and non-
cloudy spectra in the CRISTA and MIPAS radiance datasets
(e.g. Spang et al., 2005). A second colour ratio is sensi-
tive to a spectral feature attributed to the emissions of small
NAT particles (CR2 = I21 (819.0–821.0 cm−1)/I22 (788.2–
796.2 cm−1)) (Höpfner et al., 2006a), referred to in the fol-
lowing as the NAT index (NI). The method traces back to a
study of the first observations of a NAT spectral signature at
820 cm−1 from space during the CRISTA-2 mission (Spang
and Remedios, 2003). There is also a small but strong feature
at this wave number range (Fig. 2), caused by the ν2 band
emissions of NO−3 (Höpfner et al., 2002). In previous lab-
oratory measurements of NAT refractive indices, the feature
was not pronounced enough to reproduce the atmospheric in-
frared limb observations of the signature; but in a reanalysis
of the Biermann et al. (2000) NAT film measurements in con-
junction with radiative transfer model calculation, Höpfner
et al. (2006a) showed the unambiguous assignment that NAT
particles with r < 3 µm produce the spectral signature in the
measured spectra.
Figure 3 presents examples of the probability density dis-
tribution function (PDF) of CI vs. NI for MIPAS in the
months May, June, August, and September for the South-
ern Hemisphere winter 2007. In the PDFs, additional sep-
arating lines (dash-dotted) are superimposed for regions in
the parameter space where specific PSC types are dominat-
ing the distribution. The separating lines are retrieved from
radiative transfer calculations for varying particle size distri-
butions and composition (Höpfner et al., 2006a). They split
the parameter space into one region above the curve, where
events are definitely attributed to NAT with a particle median
radius r < 3 µm. Larger particles of NAT and ice appear in
the parameter space below the curve and are difficult to sepa-
rate from STS, which are usually found in the area below the
curve for CI> 1.3. Finally, spectra for ice are observed be-
low the curve, but for CI< 1.3. Typical water vapour mixing
ratios (2–6 ppm) and temperatures below 190 K in the polar
winter stratosphere suggest the formation of ice clouds with
volume densities of optically thick conditions in the limb di-
rection. For example, a homogeneous ice water content of
1 ppmv over the entire domain of the tangent height layer
will produce an extinction of around 3× 10−2 km−1, which
is equivalent to optically thick conditions in the limb direc-
tion (Spang et al., 2008) and values of CI<∼ 1.2 (see also
Fig. 1). The effective cloudy limb path is a crucial parameter
for the observed optical thickness. The CI method is mainly
sensitive to the limb-integrated volume density or area den-
sity path along the line of sight (Spang et al., 2012, 2015),
and therefore small broken clouds fragments with high op-
tical thickness along the line of sight can be detected with a
moderate CI value. This is also the case for an optical thinner
but horizontally extended cloud layers.
For the CSDB we used an extended parameter space (e.g.
smaller volume densities for ice and larger for NAT and STS,
see Sect. 2.2). This is because optically thinner ice clouds can
form in the polar stratosphere or at least can remain after the
sedimentation of larger particles. In addition, the potentially
available HNO3 allows the formation of relatively high vol-
ume densities with CI< 1.3 NAT and STS clouds. Finally,
the CSDB shows that the region attributed to ice can also in-
clude large NAT particles (r > 3 µm) or STS with large vol-
ume densities and corresponding large optical thickness. On
the other hand, the STSmix region can include optically thin
ice clouds. The formation of relatively large volume densi-
ties for NAT and STS is conceivable for conditions with high
HNO3 gas-phase values like for early winter with no denitri-
fication or late winter in regions where re-nitrification takes
place.
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Figure 3. Probability density functions for cloud index (CI) vs. NAT index (NI) for Southern Hemisphere 2010 winter for the months
May, June, August, and September (May 2007–September 2007) derived from MIPAS measurements in the altitude range 16–30 km. The
percentage of occurrence with respect to the number of observations (Nobs) in SH polar cap region south of 55◦ S are colour-coded. The
cloud type regions and separating lines are superimposed: region (1) for ice with overlap of high volume density STS (acronym ICE_STSH06;
see also Table 2), region (2) for small NAT (sNAT3H06) particles, and region (3) for STS particles with overlap of large NAT particles
(STS_lNATH06) based on Höpfner et al. (2006a).
Table 2. Predefined PSC type probability matrix for the Bayesian classifier (V1.2.8).
Region Classifier pICE pNAT pSTS Acronym∗ Figure
index ( %) ( %) ( %) region ref.
1 CI-NI (2CR) 10 60 30 sNAT3H06 Fig. 3
2 20 25 55 STS_lNATH06
3 50 20 30 ICE_STSH06
4 CI-BTD 70 20 10 ICEci Fig. 5
5 60 30 20 ICEci_sNAT1
6 10 40 50 STSci_lNAT2
7 BTD820−831 60 10 30 sICE5 Fig. 6
8 vs. BTD1406−960 30 30 40 lICE5_STS_lNAT3
9 10 50 40 mNAT
10 10 60 30 sNAT2
11 BTD831−1225 60 30 10 ICE Fig. 7
12 vs. BTD960−1225 50 30 20 lICE_sNAT
13 10 40 50 STS_lNAT
∗ Indices in the acronyms are indicated as follows: “H06”, the separation lines based on Höpfner et al. (2006a);
italic letters l, m and s large-, medium-, and small-sized particles, respectively; the numbers attached to the PSC
type represent a rough guideline to the thresholds of the median radius Rmed and base on the input parameter of
CSDB particles size distributions of Table 1.
Although these uncertainties restrict the classification ca-
pability, the 2CR method turned out to be an extremely
valuable tool for the analysis of PSC type distribution over
Antarctic and Arctic winter periods (Spang et al., 2005a,
b; Höpfner et al., 2006b; Eckermann et al., 2009). The ap-
plication of this method to MIPAS allowed the detection
of an Antarctic stratospheric belt of NAT PSCs caused by
mountain waves for the first time (Höpfner et al., 2006b). In
addition, the method showed a reasonable agreement with
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ground-based and space-borne lidar measurements of PSC
composition (Höpfner et al., 2009).
The PDFs in Fig. 3 show a characteristic and expected de-
velopment over the winter. In early winter (May), STS or
STSmix clouds dominate the PDF, which is in line with tem-
peratures at this time of the year. Synoptic temperatures in
May are usually not cold enough to form ice (TICE ∼ 187 K).
Consequently, little indication for NAT particles is found,
whereas in June, NAT events become more prominent. Tem-
perature perturbations induced by mountain waves over the
Antarctic Peninsula may cause a NAT-cloud seeding, which
can affect the entire outer vortex region (Höpfner et al.,
2006b; Eckermann et al., 2009). In August, temperatures are
cold enough to form ice and NAT in large areas of the polar
vortex, causing two maxima in the distribution. In Septem-
ber the synoptic temperatures rise significantly above the Tice
threshold, where NAT is also more difficult to form and the
distribution show less pronounced maxima. The method still
suggests a strong probability for NAT clouds, which is dis-
putable under the assumption that NAT is only formed for
T < Tice. However, the observations are in line with recent
results of Engel et al. (2013) and Hoyle et al. (2013), show-
ing evidence for a process of heterogeneous NAT nucleation
at T > Tice for Arctic PSC events.
3.2 Brightness temperature difference methods
The 2CR method introduced above includes three different
wavelength regions within the 790–833 cm−1 range and does
not make use of the rather broad spectral ranges covered by
MIPAS. Figure 2 indicates further differences in refractive
indices of different PSC types. Therefore, we investigated the
benefit of adding further spectral regions in detail.
3.2.1 Combined CR–BTD classification
Analyses of brightness temperature differences (BTDs) are
frequently applied to nadir sounders for the differentiation of
tropospheric aerosol, liquid, and ice water clouds (e.g. Li et
al., 2003; Clarisse et al., 2013). Usually the methods use the
characteristic strong gradient in absorption and scattering ef-
ficiency between ∼ 800 and ∼ 950 cm−1 (see also Fig. 2) for
the differentiation of ice from other aerosol types. This char-
acteristic gradient has been exploited in several recent stud-
ies using MIPAS observations (Spang et al., 2012; Grainger
et al., 2013; Griessbach et al., 2014).
A first attempt to apply this wavelength dependence
to limb measurements was realized in an ESA study
for the development of a fast cloud parameter processor
for MIPAS (Spang et al., 2010, 2012). Figure 4 shows
a CR–BTD combination with the colour ratio CI vs.
BTD833−849 =BT(833 cm−1)−BT(949 cm−1) of the mod-
elled CSDB spectra. A significant separation is observable
between ice and STS. However, NAT and STS have a relative
similar distribution. Large NAT particles lose their character-
Figure 4. Modelled cloud index (CI) vs. brightness temperature dif-
ference between 833 and 949 cm−1 for all PSC scenarios of the
CSDB. Top: for ice compared to three STS compositions (colour-
coded; see also Table 1), and bottom: ice compared to NAT (colour-
coded NAT radii). Superimposed dashed lines separate ice events
from the corresponding second PSC composition in the figure, STS
(top) and NAT (bottom), respectively.
istic wavelength dependence in the radiance emissions and
an explicit differentiation becomes difficult in a large over-
lap region for NAT and STS.
Examples of two PDFs of the MIPAS CR–BTD distribu-
tion are presented in Fig. 5 for Northern Hemisphere (NH)
winter 2010/11, a record winter for Arctic ozone destruc-
tion (e.g. Manney et al., 2011). During this outstanding NH
winter, CALIOP observed unusual high occurrence rates for
ice clouds. Typically, for most of the NH winter distributions
(see examples) and for Southern Hemisphere (SH) early win-
ters (May, not shown) there is no activity observed in the area
attributed to ice and only occasionally in the ice-NAT area.
We take into account that the spectra influenced by cloud
emission show CI smaller than 5–6 depending on altitude
(Spang et al., 2005a; Höpfner et al., 2006a), and typical de-
tection thresholds are usually even a bit smaller (4.0–4.5).
Starting in February 2011 (Fig. 5, bottom) for a phase of 4–
6 weeks, synoptic cold temperatures in the range well be-
low TNAT and close to Tice are observed (Arnone et al., 2012;
Manney et al., 2011). This fits to the MIPAS observations for
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Figure 5. MIPAS 2-D PDF distribution of cloud index (CI) vs.
BTD833−949 for the December 2010 (top) and February 2011 (bot-
tom) measurement periods in the NH Arctic polar cap region (north
of 55◦N) in the altitude range 16–30 km. Superimposed separation
functions (dashed-dotted and dashed lines) are retrieved from the
CSDB in Fig. 4 and are highlighting region (4) for ice (acronym
ICEci in Table 2), region (5) for ice with overlap of small NAT par-
ticle emissions (ICEci_sNAT1), and region (6) for the overlap of
STS with large NAT (STSci_lNAT2) particles (bottom region).
February with a large number of cloud events with significant
ice signatures typical for SH midwinter conditions.
3.2.2 2-D BTD classification methods
To further improve the PSC classification, tests with various
2-D BTD PDFs and scatter diagrams of the MIPAS measure-
ments and the CSDB were performed with major focus on
the atmospheric window regions so far not considered in the
two classification methods discussed above. Randomly cho-
sen mean radiance pairs, spectrally integrated over 1 cm−1
intervals, were considered in this test. The main intention
was to find some additional information to better discrim-
inate STS and NAT clouds. This is non-trivial because the
optical properties become very similar between both types
if the NAT particles have a large radius, like the so-called
NAT rocks (Fahey et al., 2001). Taylor et al. (1994) exploited
the different gradients in the extinction spectrum of sulfate
and NAT in the 1400 and 1200 cm−1 region for aerosol and
PSC measurements of the Improved Stratospheric and Meso-
spheric Sounder (ISAMS) on the Upper Atmospheric Re-
search Satellite (UARS).
Finally, two additional wavelength regions at 1225 and
1406 cm−1 were selected to add most complementary infor-
mation for the classification of PSC. The 1406 cm−1 radi-
ances add some radius sensitivity in the NAT/STS differenti-
Figure 6. Scatter diagrams of BTD820−831 vs. BTD1406−960 dis-
tribution for the CSDB spectra of Ice (top, left) and NAT (top,
right) with colour-coded radius dependence and two STS compo-
sitions (bottom) with colour-coded volume density path (VDP) de-
pendence. The axes ranges are restricted to the BTD ranges typi-
cally observed for MIPAS (see next figure). Only data with CI< 6
are presented. The superimposed polygon (dashed line) marks the
area where spectra of modelled STS composition occur in the full
set of the CSDB spectra.
ation in the BTD820−831 vs. BTD1406−960 distribution. The
first BTD has its main contrast with respect to enhanced
emissions at 820 cm−1 caused by small NAT particles (cf.
Fig. 6), but the ice distribution also shows some radius sensi-
tivity for BTD820−831. STS clouds tend to appear in regions
separated from NAT and highlighted by the dashed polygon.
Only a part of the large radius NAT clouds (3 and 5 µm)
are able to overlap the area attributed to STS. BTD1406−960
seems to improve the separation of the medium NAT parti-
cles (1–3 µm) from STS. In addition, it is sensitive to the opti-
cal thickness of the cloud. The two BTDs tend to shrink close
to zero for optically thicker conditions (see colour-coded vol-
ume density path for STS). However, ice clouds with high
optical thickness show a significant overlap exactly in this
region, even for small and large mean radii (Fig. 6, top left).
Consequently, this single classifier is not sufficient for a defi-
nite separation of ice and STS, but can still provide additional
information for a combined classification approach.
Figure 7 presents PDF distributions of MIPAS measure-
ments for the same BTDs shown in Fig. 6 for NH and SH
winter months. Over the SH winter 2010, the distributions
indicate that STS particles dominate the early winter (May).
For June the maximum shifts to the left shoulder of re-
gion (8), where STS but also optically thicker ice clouds
would appear and is expected due to colder synoptic tem-
peratures, while in July the more pronounced NAT forma-
tion results in a bimodal distribution with a second maxi-
mum in region (10). The bimodality stays until late winter
(September) and is typical for all SH late winter conditions,
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Figure 7. Monthly PDFs of BTD820−831 vs. BTD1406−960 from MIPAS for NH December 2010 and February 2011 (left column, like
in Fig. 3) and SH May, June, July and September 2010 (middle and right column, like in Fig. 3) in the altitude range 16–30 km. The
colour code represents the relative occurrence in percent with respect to the total number of cloudy spectra (Nobs) with CI< 5 for each
individual spectrum observed north and south of 55◦ N/S respectively. The dashed dotted polygon highlights regions (7)–(10) for various
PSC compositions retrieved from the CSDB: region (8) represents the area of STS occurrence (Fig. 6) but may overlap with large ice and
large NAT particles and is also indicated with the acronym lICE5_STS_lNAT3 in Table 2. The two horizontal lines (dashed) in this diagram
create three additional areas where in region (7) small ice (sICE5) dominates, in region (9) medium-sized NAT particles (mNAT) dominate,
and in region (10) small NAT particles (sNAT2) dominate the distribution.
Figure 8. Monthly PDFs of BTD831−1225 vs. BTD960−1225 are presented for NH and SH conditions north and south of 55◦ N/S, respectively.
NH December 2010, February 2011 (left column, corresponding to Figs. 3 and 5), SH May 2010, August 2010, as well as August 2009, and
2011 (middle and right column) for all cloudy observations (CI< 5) in the altitude range 16–30 km. Areas for PSC classification regions (11),
(12), and (13) are highlighted by dashed lines in the first figure (top left), where (11) is dominated by ice, (12) by large ice and small NAT
(lICE_sNAT; see also Table 2), and (13) by STS and large NAT particles (STS_lNAT).
like the other MIPAS SH winter observations suggest. Due
to the much shorter PSC season in the NH and consequently
less frequent formation of ice, the PDF looks very different.
The small ice particle appearance in region (7) and events in
the upper left corner of region (8) are only observed in a few
years of the monthly PDFs for the NH. However, 3 out of 10
very cold winters in the MIPAS measurement period show
an extension of the distribution into region (7). Finally, the
incorporation of the wavenumber region at 1225 cm−1 im-
proved the discrimination of ice from NAT and STS using a
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BTD831−1225 vs. BTD960−1225 scatter diagram of the CSDB
distribution (not shown).
Figure 8 shows examples for the MIPAS 2010/11 measure-
ments, again for NH (January 2010 and February 2011) and
four for SH conditions (again May 2010, but now August
2010 in comparison to August 2009, and 2011). The CSDB
showed a distinctive sensitivity for a better ice discrimina-
tion and some radius sensitivity for the new BTD combi-
nation. Only ice particles of large radius (10 µm) and low
ADP (Sect. 2.1.1) can appear close and below the border-
line to the region attributed to STS and NAT in region (13).
All other modelled ice spectra appear below the borderline
and ice clouds with small radii, but high ADP (high extinc-
tion/optical thickness) cause the elongation in direction to-
ward the top right corner of the distribution. Obviously, the
ice microphysical parameters seem to change for different
Antarctic August conditions (Fig. 8).
3.3 Bayes classification approach
The BTD and CR combinations presented above clearly
provide additional information on microphysical parameters
(e.g. radius, ADP/VDP) as well as on the specific cloud type.
However, discrimination with borderlines in 2-D PDF distri-
bution, as presented earlier, is often difficult because a re-
liable classification of events close to the threshold curves
is not possible. In the following, we apply a simple prob-
abilistic classifier based on applying Bayes’ theorem with
strong (naive) independence assumptions to the four BTD
and CR methods described in Sects. 3.1 and 3.2. Methods
for the combination of multiple classification schemes like
in the sections above, sometimes entitled “multiple discrimi-
nant analyses” in the literature, are described, for example, in
Wilks (2005, chap. 13.3, with chap. 13.3.3 on the Bayesian
approach). Bayesian methods have been applied in recent and
former studies on cloud properties, mainly for algorithms on
cloud detection for nadir sounders (Hollstein et al., 2015 and
references therein). Here, we apply the method to combine
the information content of the individual classification meth-
ods (classifier) into a single estimate of the most probable
PSC type dominating the measured IR spectrum, referred to
in the following as the Bayesian classifier (BC).
The four individual classifiers include 13 different classi-
fication areas in total, as presented in Figs. 3, 5, 7, and 8.
For each of the 13 areas a probability of classification for
ice, NAT, and STS pi,j is presented in the matrix of Table 2,
where the indices i = 1, . . .,13 and j = 1,2,3 refer to the
classification area and cloud type, respectively. In an area in
the parameter space where the modelled spectra of the CSDB
suggest that only one PSC particle type occurs (little or no
overlap with other types) we attributed a large probability for
the specific type and only small probabilities for the other
two types (e.g. region 4 in Fig. 5 for ice). For areas with
significant overlap, the probabilities are defined of similar
size (equal probabilities of all n= 3 cloud types would result
in pi,j = 33 %). A cloudy spectrum appears in one area of
the classification diagrams of the four classifier (m= 4). The
index(k) (Table 2) with k = 1. . .mwill select always only one
area per classifier (4 out of 13 in total), and represents exactly
where the spectrum appears in the parameter space. Finally,
we define a normalized product probability for each potential
cloud type:
Pj =
m∏
k=1
pindex(k),j/
n∑
j=1
(
m∏
k=1
pindex(k),j
)
.
This approach attributes a probability for each of the three
PSC types to each cloud spectrum. The maximum of the nor-
malized probability indicates the most likely PSC type. For
a more distinctive classification approach we introduced a
threshold of Pj > 50 % for a significant confidence that PSC
type j dominates the measured cloud spectrum. In addition,
if two types have a probability between 40 and 50 %, this may
give indication of a mixed-type cloud. This circumstance ap-
pears nearly exclusively in the data analysis for the combina-
tion NAT with STS (this mixture is named NAT_STS in the
following), which most likely occurs in the analysis due to
the difficulties of differentiating large NAT from STS particle
clouds in the MIPAS measurements. It is also reasonable that
mixed-type clouds or “sandwich” structures of both types
(Shibata et al., 1997) in the FOV of the instrument generate
this kind of event. Ground-based (e.g. Achtert and Tesche,
2014) and space-borne (e.g. Pitts et al., 2011) lidar measure-
ments with better vertical resolution than MIPAS frequently
observe layered structures of different PSC types. Table 2
summarizes the pi,j values for all 13 classification areas of
the current version (V1.2.8) of the classifier. Note that the
probabilities pi,j were chosen empirically. The correlation
diagrams of the modelled CSDB spectra (e.g. Figs. 4 and 6)
provide guidance for a realistic parameter choice. The sensi-
tivity of the classification result to the choice of the probabil-
ities pi,j is presented in Sect. 3.4.
Figure 9 shows the PDF of the normalized PSC type prob-
abilities for all cloudy spectra in the altitude range 12 to
30 km for SH June 2009. The PDFs for ice, NAT, and STS il-
lustrate the well-defined separation of ice and non-ice events
by the large count numbers for Pice > 85 %, even higher for
Pice < 5 %, and very low values between the two extremes.
For STS and NAT a significant number of the cloud observa-
tions show P values between 20 and 50 %, indicating some
difficulties to separate both types from each other. However,
both types also show a significant number of spectra with
large P values (Pi > 65 %) and suggest a robust separation
by the new classification approach in the MIPAS measure-
ments.
3.4 Sensitivity test of the probability matrix
We applied a Monte Carlo (MC) approach to infer the sen-
sitivity of the classification results with respect to changes
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Figure 9. Event counts of the normalized probabilities Pj for ice,
NAT and STSmix of the Bayesian classifier for SH June 2009 cloudy
spectra above 12 km altitude.
in the predefined probability matrix pi,j in Table 2. Gaus-
sian perturbations with a standard deviation of 5 percentage
points were applied to the original pi,j values. The classi-
fication was repeated 2000 times for the same input dataset
of real MIPAS spectra with the perturbed probability matrix.
In the example for the SH in June 2011 shown in Fig. 10
nearly 18 000 PSC spectra are analysed. We selected June of
the MC test for two reasons. Firstly, June is the month when
usually all three PSC types exist in the SH (Pitts et al., 2009;
Di Liberto et al., 2014). Secondly, in the SH during June the
appearance of each cloud type is characterized by a step-like
process, whereby first STS, then NAT, and finally ice PSC
form. This helps to minimize uncertainties caused by patchy
distributions of mixed-type clouds in midwinter and late win-
ter. However, the results for other months and years are sim-
ilar.
The original result of the classification approach (undis-
turbed probability matrix) shown in Fig. 10 suggests a rather
balanced occurrence of the three PSC types (25–30 %) and
only a small amount of the NAT_STS mixed-type class
(∼ 6 %). Additionally 5 % of the analysed spectra are char-
acterized as “unknown”, indicating that the product proba-
bilities for ice, NAT, and STS are all smaller than 40 % for
each class. The mean of the MC results shows a similar result
for the three main classes and the unknown class, which give
confidence that the selected probability matrix provides a ro-
bust classification. The definition of the probability matrix of
version 1.2.8 (Table 2) has a higher tendency to select the
Figure 10. Probability distribution of the Bayesian classifier ap-
plied to the MIPAS spectra in the SH polar region in June 2011.
Superimposed in grey are the mean value (stars) and standard devi-
ation (error bars) of a Monte Carlo simulation varying the PSC type
probability matrix (see text for details). The analysis considers only
spectra at tangent heights between 16 and 28 km and up to 6 km
below the CTH.
mixed-type STS_NAT compared to the results suggested by
the MC approach. However, the final choice of pi,j follows
the intention of a more conservative classification approach
that accounts for possible uncertainties of the differentiation
between NAT and STS.
3.5 Comparison of 2CR and Bayesian classifier
Various studies in the scientific literature applied the 2CR
method for PSC classification in IR limb measurements (e.g.
Spang et al., 2003, 2005; Höpfner et al., 2006b, 2009; Eck-
ermann et al., 2009; Lambert et al., 2012; Arnone et al.,
2012). Its main strength is the classification of clouds where
the radiances are dominated by NAT particles with radii
smaller than 3 µm (Höpfner et al., 2006a). However, Spang
et al. (2012) already showed that ice particles can overlap the
STS region, and vice versa; STS with large VDP may overlap
the region attributed to ice (Fig. 3).
Figure 11 presents a comparison of 2CR with our new
combined Bayesian classifier for the three cloud types (ice,
NAT, STS). MIPAS spectra are analysed on a monthly ba-
sis between 2007 and 2011 for the NH and SH potential PSC
seasons (November–March for the NH and May–October for
the SH; SH PSC periods are highlighted by the grey shaded
sectors). Obviously, for months with strong ice formation
potential (for SH the July–September period), the ice detec-
tion is significantly increased in the Bayes approach. In some
years an enhancement even up to 30 % can be observed and
sums up to total amount for ice to up to 50 % of all classified
spectra (August 2011). The incorporation of additional wave-
length regions sensitive to ice emissions seems to improve
the capability to classify ice spectra substantially. Further-
more, the partitioning between STS and NAT also changes
with the new approach. This becomes obvious for the NH
PSC occurrences, where ice typically only plays a minor role
in total abundance of PSCs due to the significantly warmer
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Figure 11. Differences in partitioning of the three PSC types be-
tween the new Bayesian classifier and the 2CR method based on all
classified MIPAS spectra for each month of the years. SH analyses
are highlighted by the grey shaded areas; NH data are in the white
areas. In addition, the probability of the Bayes ice class with respect
to all analysed PSC spectra is superimposed (blue open squares).
This number visualizes the relevance of ice clouds at the specific
time of the PSC season. For the comparison, we added the Bayes
STS_NAT class to the STS class, which is in line with the definition
of three classes attributed by the 2CR method (for details see text).
vortex temperatures. Here, the Bayesian classifier identifies
more STS in contrast to NAT, but for specific winter con-
ditions (e.g. 2009/10) this tendency is reversed. Overall, the
changes are significantly smaller than for the ice class.
The general large abundance of the ice class compared to
NAT and STS for both methods in the SH winters might be
related to sampling effects. The numbers overestimate the
partitioning of ice with respect to the other classes due to two
rationales: (1) the satellite sampling results in a specifically
high measurement density at the highest latitudes (|φ| = 80–
90◦), where in the SH midwinter the coldest temperatures oc-
cur and the statistics suggest that ice is the most likely PSC
type (up 50 %). (2) Spectra at tangent heights below opti-
cal thick clouds are usually also flagged as cloudy and will
most likely be classified as the overlying cloud because the
emissions are dominated by the optically thick spectrum in
the layer above. The respective spectrum may be even cloud-
free or of a different cloud type, but is masked by the cloud
layer above. The cloud scenarios of the CSDB show that
optically thick spectra (CI< 1.3) are most likely to be ob-
served for PSDs of ice clouds. Due to the large water abun-
dance (3–5 ppmv) compared to the limited HNO3 abundance
(3–15 ppbv) in the stratosphere, volume densities of ice can
reach significantly larger values than NAT and STS. As a re-
sult of item (1) and (2), the number of ice clouds can easily
be overestimated by limb measurements, especially when the
atmospheric conditions favour the frequent formation of op-
tically thick ice clouds, which is typically expected for SH
midwinter conditions (July/August).
4 Data analysis
We applied a Bayesian classifier to the full MIPAS dataset
from July 2002 to March 2012. The period includes a couple
of longer data gaps caused by technical problems with the in-
terferometer (e.g. Fischer et al., 2008), with the main gap be-
tween April and December 2004. However, the final dataset
still provides excellent geographical and temporal coverage
for 10 NH and 9 SH polar winters of daytime and night-time
observations. This gives the opportunity for detailed case
studies of polar processes related to PSC formation as well
as for the compilation of a unique pole-covering climatology
of PSC types. Further information on access to these data can
be found in Sect. 6.
4.1 A case study of gravity-wave-induced PSC
formation
Höpfner et al. (2006b) showed the importance of mountain
waves over the Antarctic Peninsula for the formation of an
Antarctic NAT belt that was observed for the first time by
MIPAS in the SH winter 2003. Currently, scientific interest is
growing for a better assessment of the importance of gravity
waves on the formation process of PSCs and a better repre-
sentation of these processes in CCMs for more precise ozone
predictions (Alexander et al., 2013; Orr et al., 2015). The
new dataset of observations of PSC types for multiple SH
and NH winter conditions up to pole may help to better con-
strain and validate new microphysical models describing the
homogenous and heterogeneous formation processes for ice
and NAT (e.g. Engel et al., 2013; Hoyle et al., 2013). These
models are beyond the status of simple equilibrium schemes,
which are still used in most CTMs and CCMs. A first study
of using the new NAT scheme in the global chemical trans-
port models CLaMS shows promising results (Grooß et al.,
2014).
Figure 12 presents an example of the daily evolution of
the PSC distribution of the Bayesian classifier for June 2010.
The coloured symbols represent the PSC classes, where in
addition to the three main classes (ice, STS, NAT), the three
mixed types, unspecified, and optically thick clouds are also
highlighted. Underlaid gridded 15 µm brightness temperature
variances retrieved from AIRS are presented as a proxy for
the gravity wave (GW) activity in the altitude range around
20–25 km (see Sect. 2). It is obvious that the first outbreak
of orographic GWs on 1 June has no imprint on the forma-
tion of NAT clouds in the outer region of the polar vortex.
Wind conditions and temperature development of the cold
pole do not favour the formation of PSCs by temperature
variations induced by this mountain wave event. In contrast,
the June 11 event immediately creates signals for NAT clouds
in the downstream region of the Antarctic Peninsula. Until
around 22 June large areas of the polar vortex in the tem-
perature regime well above Tice are filled with cloud events
attributed to NAT. Most of these NAT events seem to origi-
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Figure 12. Coloured symbols represent daily PSC distribution of the Bayesian classifier for 1, 11, 13, 20, 22, and 26 June 2011 in the
potential temperature altitude range 500 K± 50 K equivalent to∼ 20 km geometric altitude. Black dots highlight the MIPAS profile location.
Superimposed in colour-coded grid boxes with 4◦ longitude× 2◦ latitude resolution in the background show brightness temperature variances
from AIRS as a proxy for GW activity in the lower stratosphere. Black contour lines represent the Montgomery stream function computed
from ERA Interim (Dee et al., 2011) data and illustrate the large-scale geostrophic flow conditions. The potential vorticity-based vortex
boundary is highlighted by a dark grey contour. In addition colour-coded temperature contours represent the existing threshold temperatures
TNAT+ 2 K, TNAT, TSTS (estimated by (TNAT+Tice)/2), and Tice in yellow, green, red, and blue for constant stratospheric values for HNO3
(9 ppbv) and H2O (4 ppmv) and according to the formula by Hanson and Mauersberger (1988) and Marti and Mauersberger (1993).
nate from transport processes along the superimposed Mont-
gomery stream function. These contours roughly represent
the streamlines of the geostrophic wind and the NAT clouds
are along contours crossing the AP region. These observa-
tions are in line with the mountain wave seeding hypothesis
for PSCs as described and proofed with AIRS and MIPAS
data by Eckermann et al. (2010) or to the MIPAS NAT-belt
events in mid-June 2003 and 2008 previously reported by
Höpfner et al. (2006b) and Lambert et al. (2012), respec-
tively. Preliminary analyses of all MIPAS and AIRS SH ob-
servations suggest that generally, the early winter conditions
in mid-June facilitate meteorological conditions to form a
mountain-wave-induced NAT belt (8 out of 10 winter). How-
ever, we also found similar sporadic outbreaks in the region
of the Antarctic Peninsula in a couple of September obser-
vations. These usually do not develop to the full extent of a
NAT belt, where a nearly complete ring of NAT clouds fills
the outer region of the cold pole region inside the vortex.
This case study demonstrates that the BC provides a physi-
cally reasonable classification in a well-defined meteorolog-
ical setting.
4.2 Overall behaviour of the new classification
approach
The new PSC type classification approach for MIPAS pro-
vides data for the entire time of the Envisat mission (June
2002–March 2012). With the restriction to tangent altitudes
between 15 and 35 km, north and south of 55 and −55◦ lat-
itude respectively, we found more than 14 000 PSC profiles
out of 205 000 profiles in the NH and more than 108 000
profiles out of 255 000 in the SH winter season. The PSC
seasons are defined from November to March and from May
to October, respectively.
Figure 13 summarizes the classification into the main
groups of cloud types (ice, NAT, STS, NAT_STS, and un-
known) for Arctic and Antarctic winter conditions with re-
spect to all potential PSC spectra of MIPAS. The total num-
ber of PSC spectra and the partitioning between the type
classes highlight the general difference in the meteorologi-
cal conditions between the northern and southern polar vor-
tices. The much colder and prolonged cold pool region in the
Antarctic favours a much more intensive vortex-wide PSC
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Figure 13. Breakdown of PSC types observed by MIPAS in the
Arctic (December–March, left) and Antarctic (May–October, right)
from 2002 to 2012. The percentages are averages over 10 and 9 sea-
sons respectively, and relate to the total number of analysed spectra
north/south of 55/−55◦ latitude. Spectra more than 6 km below the
actual CTH in the profile are not taken into account. In total 44 622
cloudy spectra are analysed for the NH and 317 699 for SH.
formation and significantly longer PSC season than in the
Arctic. There, the temperatures are usually not low enough to
form larger areas with ice PSCs. Consequently, the percent-
age of ice (4 %) is significantly smaller than NAT (19 %), and
STS (72 %) is the dominating cloud type in the NH winter. In
contrast, the SH shows par-like conditions between the ice,
NAT, and STS (31, 33, and 27 %).
In comparison to the statistics of Pitts et al. (2011) for
four winter of CALIOP measurements (2006–2010) in the
SH, MIPAS shows significantly larger ice abundance (31 %)
than CALIOP (12 %, Fig. 3 in Pitts et al., 2011), whereas in
the NH, both instruments show a very similar partitioning of
3.9 and 3.2 %, respectively. The large SH difference is only
partly a surprising fact and not necessarily related to poten-
tial differences in detection sensitivity for specific PSC and
mixed-PSC types between the different measurement tech-
niques. Most of these differences can be attributed to the dif-
ferent latitudinal coverage of both instruments. MIPAS has
the advantage of covering the complete polar cap, whereas
CALIOP is restricted to a maximum latitude of 82◦. Overlap-
ping orbits at high latitudes increase the measurement density
in particular for MIPAS. Together with the fact that the SH
cold pool for most winters is centred exactly over the South
Pole, the large abundance of ice clouds’ observations in SH
for MIPAS can be explained by differences in the sampling
and orbit geometry between MIPAS and CALIOP to a large
extent. As a test, we restricted the MIPAS observations to a
maximum latitude of 80◦ N/S and applied the classification to
the same winters of the CALIOP statistics. The result shows a
reduction for the ice partition from 31 to 20 %. However, the
remaining value is still a significantly larger ice fraction than
in the CALIOP analysis (12 %) and indicates more funda-
mental limitations and difficulties for comparisons between
CALIOP and MIPAS. A more detailed discussion of these
limitations is presented in the next section.
4.3 MIPAS–CALIOP coincidence comparison
For the verification of the MIPAS PSC classification, only
ground-based and space-borne lidar PSC classification are
available. Due to the fundamentally different measurement
geometries affecting vertical and horizontal resolution as
well as measurement sensitivity, the potential for meaning-
ful comparisons is limited. Since CALIOP is the only other
instrument with similar global and temporal coverage to MI-
PAS, we decided to only compare MIPAS with CALIOP.
The high vertical and along-track resolution and a well-
established classification scheme (Pitts et al., 2009) make
the CALIOP dataset valuable for PSC research (e.g. Peter
and Grooß, 2013; WMO, 2014). The good temporal overlap
of the CALIOP dataset with the MIPAS measurements (Jul
2007–Mar 2012) allows a detailed comparison with the new
classification approach. The high measurement frequency for
both satellites and similar coverage results in a high statisti-
cal significance for a comparison in spite of quite stringent
coincidence criteria.
4.3.1 Principles and sensitivities of nadir–limb
comparisons
The extremely highly resolved vertical and along-track mea-
surements of CALIOP result in a kind of hyper-sampling of
PSC structures compared to the MIPAS observations. MI-
PAS has to cope with the so-called limb path smearing effect
(Spang et al., 2012, 2015). Figure 14 illustrates this effect, for
an example where MIPAS and CALIOP measure in the same
orbit plane. Such a constellation is regularly achieved in the
A-Train constellation for several of the NASA Earth obser-
vation satellites and instruments (e.g. CALIPSO and MLS),
but is not the situation for the MIPAS and CALIOP orbits
(similar inclination but different orbit latitudes and equator
crossing times). For better illustration of a typical coinci-
dence, Fig. 14 shows the along-track CALIOP PSC type ob-
servations overlaid with the MIPAS line of sights of several
limb scans along the CALIOP orbit track, where we assume
that both satellites operate in the same orbit plane. Usually
a coincidence is characterized by a crossing point of both
orbits (profile with coloured squares for the MIPAS classi-
fication result). The next and the previous MIPAS profiles
(thin lines) are already outside of the defined match radius
(1x = 100 km). The long limb path through the atmosphere
causes the limb smearing effect, where the information on
the start and endpoint of the cloud along the line of sight is
not retrievable from a single limb scan. The detection of a
cloudy spectrum is attributed to the original tangent height,
although the entrance in the cloud along the line of sight can
be located in front of or behind the tangent point. This results
in an uncertainty for the retrieved CTH. Spectra with tangent
heights below the CTH might falsely be indicated as cloudy
due to the cloud layer above (e.g. Höpfner et al., 2009). In
contrast, the long limb path is a great advantage for the ob-
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Figure 14. Visualization of the MIPAS limb paths (black lines)
and a coincident MIPAS profile (coloured black-framed squares;
other profiles do not fulfil the coincidence criteria) compared to
the CALIOP high-resolution nadir measurements of PSC types
(coloured pixels). The colour bar refers to the CALIOP PSC type
classification. For details see text.
servation of optically very thin clouds and aerosols because
the measurement integrates the signal along the line of sight.
Spang et al. (2015) showed that an ADP> 107 µm2 cm−2
is detectable for such as MIPAS (assuming a com-
pletely filled vertical and cross-track FOV). This threshold
(ADPthres) is equivalent to an ice water path of 0.3 g m−2,
which corresponds to a cloud layer with 100 km and 1 km
horizontal extent to an IWC of 0.003 and 0.3 mg m−3, re-
spectively. These small water concentrations illustrate the ex-
treme sensitivity of the IR limb cloud detection, even if the
IWC is concentrated in a cloud that only partially fills the
FOV. For the estimates, we assumed a cloud filling the com-
plete cross-track and vertical FOV and a constant effective
radius (Reff) of 10 µm. A thinner cloud layer will almost lin-
early increase the detection threshold, depending on where
the cloud layer is placed in the FOV of MIPAS (Spang et al.,
2015).
We investigated potential differences in the detection sen-
sitivity for both instruments in more detail. For the standard
archived V1-00 CALIOP PSC mask, the estimated minimum
detectable STS volume density is 0.25 µm3 cm−3 (L. Poole,
personal communication, 2015). This value is applicable at
180 m vertical× 135 km horizontal resolution, the coarsest
mean values applied in the dataset to improve the signal-to-
noise ratio. The MIPAS detection sensitivity for STS is a vol-
ume density of the order of 0.45 µm3 cm−3 and is based on
the simulated spectra of the CSDB and the compact correla-
tion between CI and log(VDP), with applied threshold val-
ues of CIthres = 4.5 in the detection algorithm and the iden-
tical horizontal integration length through the cloud. Conse-
quently, both instruments show a similar detection sensitiv-
ity. However, not all coincidences for the CALIOP measure-
ments have such a long horizontal extent of 135 km, and ob-
servations of the same cloud structures by both instruments
may not have the same horizontal extent in the individual
measurement due to the different orbit geometry (see above).
The MIPAS detection threshold is independent on any aver-
aging due to the inertial integrating measurement technique
in contrast to the CALIOP product. This allows a better de-
tection sensitivity than CALIOP under certain conditions,
for example for optically thin clouds close to and below the
threshold value of CALIOP with a longer horizontal extent
along the MIPAS line of sight than the maximum 135 km av-
eraging of the CALIOP data processing.
4.3.2 Coincidence statistics
For the coincidence comparisons we applied very stringent
miss-time (1t = 2 h) and miss-distance (1x = 100 km) cri-
teria. This implies observation geometries where one MI-
PAS profile is coincident with an orbit segment of hundreds
of individual CALIOP measurements (Fig. 14). For exam-
ple, a maximum horizontal extent of 200 km (2×1x) com-
bined with the vertical FOV of MIPAS of 3 km results in
a maximum number of CALIOP observations (pixels) of
(200 km / 5 km)× (3 km / 0.18 km)= 680 pixels. Instead of
analysing these large numbers of coincident CALIOP pixels
separately, we combined the whole set of CALIOP pixels and
compare the most likely PSC type with the corresponding
MIPAS observation. This MIPAS-like CALIOP PSC type is
estimated by assigning the CALIOP type with the maximum
count number in the ensemble. A mean CALIOP coincidence
is only attributed as “no-cloud” (non-cloudy) if each coinci-
dent CALIOP pixel shows no cloud indication at all. In ad-
dition, we took care about the MIPAS difficulties to quantify
the vertical extent of the cloud below the CTH and restricted
the analysis to up to two altitude steps below the CTH.
Vertical and horizontal smoothing of CALIOP measure-
ments within the MIPAS measurement volumes would be
another and more precise approach for the comparison of
the observations. However, horizontal and vertical smooth-
ing of the CALIOP cloud classification flags is not applicable
to provide physically meaningful results. Instead, smooth-
ing should be applied to the CALIOP radiance measurements
(Level 1 data) and classification being applied subsequently.
This would imply a complete reprocessing of the CALIOP
dataset and the consolidation of the specific new product,
which is technically not feasible. Our simplified method con-
siders the vertical and horizontal smoothing of MIPAS in the
comparison with the CALIOP high-resolution measurements
to a certain extent, but may create caveats in the coincidence
statistics. For instance, we found a bias in comparison of the
ice class, which will be further discussed below.
Figure 15 summarizes the count statistics for each spe-
cific PSC class for CALIOP and for MIPAS with respect to
the PSC classes of the coincident measurement of the corre-
sponding instrument. We selected a SH winter mean of three
successive winters for the comparison, which results already
in excellent count statistics of more than 12 000 MIPAS pro-
files with coincident CALIOP information.
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Figure 15. The MIPAS–CALIOP coincidence count statistics of the
mean SH winter seasons 2009–2011 (May–October). A miss time
of1t < 2 h and miss distance of1x < 100 km is applied together
with the estimation of an MIPAS-like mean CALIOP type, and only
observations above 16 km are taken into account (for details see
text). Top: partitioning of the coincident MIPAS classes for the co-
incident CALIOP classification results. Bottom: partitioning of the
coincident CALIOP classification for the MIPAS classes. Numbers
on top of the coloured bars indicate the number of observations of
the corresponding PSC class.
Taking the CALIOP measurements as reference (Fig. 15,
top) the ice classification of MIPAS (> 97 %) seems to per-
fectly match with the CALIOP ice class. It is also promis-
ing that the small amount of CALIOP wave ice (Sect. 2.3)
agrees very well with MIPAS ice (seven out of eight events).
The Mix 2-enhanced class (most likely NAT clouds with
high volume densities with a little probability for ice clouds,
Sect. 2.3) is dominated by MIPAS ice coincidences (80 %)
with a certain fraction of NAT (∼ 10 %). CALIOP Mix 1
and Mix 2 classes are largely assigned to the MIPAS NAT
class, with 70 and 56 % respectively. For STS, CALIOP pro-
vides a very robust classification because STS is the only
PSC type without depolarization. However, the MIPAS clas-
sifier distributes the partitioning nearly equally over the dif-
ferent classes, with 44 % STS and 16 % NAT_STS, whereas
40 % were attributed to ice and NAT. For the 2381 coin-
cidences where CALIOP shows no indications for clouds,
MIPAS only detects non-cloudy conditions in ∼ 40 % of the
events as well, but in total more than 55 % NAT and STSmix
spectra. This part of the comparison suggests a higher detec-
Table 3. MIPAS-like PSC types partitioning for CALIOP with
respect to ice fraction (fICE); fICE = 0.5 represents a fraction
> 50 %; type contribution is given in %.
fICE no-cloud STS Mix 1 Mix 2 Ice Mix 2-enh Wave-ice
0.50 0.7 17.1 2.4 21.5 28.4 29.4 0.2
0.30 0.7 16.7 2.4 21.5 32.3 25.9 0.3
0.10 0.7 12.5 2.3 19.4 50.7 13.0 1.0
0.05 0.7 10.6 2.2 17.7 59.1 7.6 1.7
0.01 0.6 6.1 2.0 12.4 74.0 1.4 3.0
0.001 0.6 3.5 1.5 6.9 86.7 0.3 0.0
tion sensitivity for MIPAS than for the CALIOP product; but
the difference to CALIOP can also be an indication for a kind
of hypersensitivity in the MIPAS cloud detection algorithm,
for example if the method detects optically very thin back-
ground aerosol as PSC. The spectral dependence of sulfuric
acid has many more similarities to NAT and STS compared
to ice, and consequently, falsely detected aerosol should be
most likely classified as NAT or STS (55 %) and not as ice
(< 5 %).
Taking the MIPAS classes as reference (Fig. 15, bottom),
the comparison of the non-cloudy events shows better agree-
ment than the CALIOP reference comparison (Fig. 15, top),
with only 20 % of the CALIOP coincidences classified as
cloudy compared to 60 % of MIPAS coincidences being clas-
sified as cloudy for no-cloud CALIOP conditions. For the
other CALIOP classes (Fig. 15, bottom) the MIPAS ice class
events only show a CALIOP ice class in 30 % of the coinci-
dences. The NAT class coincidences are distributed mainly to
two CALIOP types, Mix 1 (21 %) and Mix 2 (53 %), and only
minor contributions for STS (< 10 %), Mix 2-enh (< 3 %)
and nearly no indication for ice (0.1 %). For the STSmix class,
45 % of the CALIOP coincidences are classified as STS,
whereby only Mix 2 (may include larger number densities
of NAT) of the CALIOP mixed-type classes contributes sig-
nificantly (23 %). Here a relatively large part of 22 % are no-
cloud events for CALIOP.
The impression of large differences in the ice classification
between both instruments taken MIPAS as reference might
be created by different sensitivities for ice, NAT, and STS of
the two instruments. This causes difficulties in the case of
observations of mixed-type clouds along the limb path. Due
to the much bigger abundance of water vapour (∼ 5 ppmv)
in the stratosphere compared to nitric acid (5–15 ppbv) and
consequently higher volume densities, ice clouds create sig-
nificantly stronger signals in the primary measurement quan-
tities of MIPAS and CALIOP (IR radiances and attenuated
backscatter, respectively). Therefore, already a minor parti-
tion of CALIOP ice pixel in the MIPAS-like FOV box creates
such a strong signal that these emissions can dominate the to-
tal radiances integrated along the line of sight and measured
by MIPAS.
Table 3 investigates the effect of varying ice fraction
(fICE) threshold in the MIPAS-like FOV mean information
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for the coincident CALIOP measurements. We applied a sim-
ple approach to test the sensitivity of the ice fraction for
the MIPAS ice class coincidences by changing the threshold
condition from the original fICE = 0.5 down to 0.001. Obvi-
ously, this reduction has a very strong influence on the com-
parison of the MIPAS ice class with the CALIOP ice class.
Reducing fICE from 0.3 to 0.1, the ice amount is increased to
∼ 50 % by a reduction in the Mix 2-enh class (attributed to
mixed-type of NAT and ice, Pitts et al., 2012). Finally, the ice
partition increases up to> 85 % for a reduction of fICE down
to 0.001 at the expenses of the Mix 2 class. An ice fraction
fICE = 0.001 represents a minimum of just one cloudy ice
pixel in the 3 km× 200 km MIPAS-like FOV box. The sen-
sitivity study indicates an overemphasis effect for ice in the
observation of mixed-type clouds for the MIPAS Bayesian
classifier, which needs consideration in the comparison. It
seems difficult to quantify a representative threshold value
precisely. In future studies, radiative transfer model calcu-
lations with different mixtures of PSC types could help to
better estimate the threshold values.
5 Summary
We presented a new classification approach for different po-
lar stratospheric clouds. The approach is developed for IR
limb measurements by the MIPAS instruments on board the
ESA Envisat satellite. The so-called Bayesian classifier com-
bines the information content of various correlation diagrams
of colour ratios and brightness temperature differences in the
wavenumber region 790–1450 cm−1, covering several atmo-
spheric window regions. The classifier estimates the most
likely probability that one of the three PSC types (ice, NAT,
or STS) dominates the spectral characteristics in a MIPAS
spectrum affected by clouds. In addition, mixed-type clouds
are defined, where none of the three type probabilities is
> 50 % but two are in the intermediate range of 40–50 %.
In a first comparison with coincident CALIOP measure-
ments, excellent count statistics were achieved over several
PSC seasons even though we applied restrictive miss-time
and miss-distance criteria. Overall, the comparison shows
good consistency between both instruments, even though the
PSC classes are based on different measurement quantities,
and the effect of mixed-type clouds can be very different for
each instrument. The latter fact explains differences in the
classification of mixed-type clouds in part. Especially the
complementary viewing geometries (nadir/limb), whereby
MIPAS always integrates over a large horizontal distance and
CALIOP represents a more hyper-sampled pixel measure-
ment, create some general caveats for a comparison of cloud
types retrieved from both types of instrument.
The entire MIPAS measurement period from July 2002
to April 2013 is processed with the Bayesian classifier and
constitutes a unique dataset of daytime and night-time PSC
measurements up to the poles. Climatological mean winter
statistics for PSC type occurrence frequencies and height re-
solved statistics of PSC area of the polar vortex over all win-
ters can now be analysed. The dataset has the potential to
be used for the validation of current chemical transport mod-
els with sophisticated microphysical schemes, or to improve
climate chemistry models with more simple heterogeneous
chemistry modules. In this way, the dataset can potentially
help to improve the predictability of the future polar strato-
spheric ozone trends by these models.
In a case study for the SH polar vortex using MIPAS PSC
data, together with AIRS analyses on the gravity wave ac-
tivity over Antarctica, we showed the potential for the syn-
ergetic use of various remote sensing instruments to explore
mountain-wave-induced PSC formation. This capability will
be investigated in more depth over multiple years in an on-
going study by combining AIRS and MIPAS data together
with results from the UK Unified Model, including a param-
eterization for sub-grid mountain wave processes (Orr et al.,
2015). This may help to improve global models with respect
to this only rarely considered effect in CCM and CTMs.
6 Data availability
Interested scientists can obtain access to the complete data
record of the MIPAS PSC classification (version 1.2.8) by
contacting the leading author (r.spang@fz-juelich.de). For
the near future it is planned that the dataset be made publicly
available together with CALIOP and in situ PSC data under
the umbrella of a new activity in Stratosphere-troposphere
Processes and their Role in Climate (SPARC, 2016).
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